WHY JOIN CISCA?

NETWORKING AND COMMUNITY
• Connect with worldwide leaders and influencers of the interior finish industry
• Get in front of industry news and trends that affect your future success; impact industry standards and set guidelines for best practices
• Grow your network at CISCA Events:
  - CISCA Convention: CISCA’s annual event, delivering unparalleled opportunity for networking, education, and information and recognition
  - Fall Conference and Ceiling Product Showcase: An industry-focused gathering offering in-depth networking with key CISCA leadership, curated education sessions, and a ceiling-focused Product Showcase

RESOURCES
• Subscription to quarterly Acoustical Interior Construction magazine
• CISCA’s authoritative handbooks and technical guidelines
• Resources to help you make the business case for intentional acoustic design
• Multiple online resources available at www.CISCA.org

DEVELOPMENT
• Membership benefits are for everyone in your company: Online magazine issues, discounts and other timely programs
• Emerging Leaders Program: in-person meetings, webinars, and other networking and development opportunities

MEMBER DISCOUNTS AND PERKS
• Association membership provides value through use of a wide selection of business affinity programs
• Generous discounts for CISCA publications and event registrations
• Recognition as a New Member on the CISCA website and magazine

RECOGNITION AND LEADERSHIP
• AWARDS! Submit your outstanding project for a Construction Excellence Award
• MAKE A DIFFERENCE! Take a leadership role through CISCA Committee involvement

Learn more about CISCA and join at www.cisca.org